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3rd April 2020

Dear Nursery children,
I hope that you are all ok and have settled into your new way of home learning. Have you joined in the
daily PE sessions with Joe Wicks at all? We have been doing them in school; it certainly wakes you up in a
morning and gets you ready for the day ahead. If you have not seen it yet, just search for it on YouTube.
We have just set up the computer program Purple Mash which is really good. We have set a challenge on
there for this week, which is to draw your pet. Have a go, you should all have login details by now, but if
you need help just get in touch with our class rep (or school) and she/they will get a message to me, so I
can contact you to give you some help. I will set a new challenge every week - just have a go and I will give
you some online feedback.
So now we are at the end of these first two weeks, how are you all doing? For me, the main thing is that
you are all healthy, happy and having a lovely time with your families. I personally have enjoyed going for a
walk in a morning, baking with my daughter, playing board games and watching movies. These are things
that sometimes life gets too busy for, but having time to spend with our loved ones is a privilege and we
must make the most of each day. I would love to know what you have been getting up to. Who has been
baking? I know Mrs Todd made fudge at the weekend with her children (recipe on the reverse of this
letter) - it looked yummy. Let’s see what you can bake this week. Please take a photo and put it on your
class WhatsApp group, then it can be forwarded to me, so I can see what delights you have been cooking
up.
During this last week at school we have been thinking about the signs of spring, the lighter evenings, the
birds singing and the colourful flowers beginning to bloom. We have been doing lots of craft things
including making flowers and spring pictures made up of things we found on our spring walk. We have also
made rainbows this week to display in the windows at school. These represent motivation and hope to get
us through hard times. Have you done a rainbow for your window yet?
I will write to you all again soon. In the meantime don’t forget to let me know how you have been spending
your days. Have you finished the home learning pack we sent out yet?
See you all soon,
Mrs Spencer
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Fudge recipe
Ingredients
2 bars of 200g milk chocolate (if you use white or chocolate orange you need different amounts)
1 tin of condensed milk
50g icing sugar
Any toppings you like
Recipe
1. Break chocolate into a bowl.
2. Microwave until melted.
3. Add tin of condensed milk.
4. Stir, adding icing sugar.
5. Stir until thick.
6. Put on greaseproof paper about an inch thick (you have to be quick)
7. Add your toppings (anything goes)
8. Score with a knife.
9. Put in the fridge for 3 hours minimum.
10. Take out and eat!!
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